The growing importance of electronic commerce and the increasing number of applications in this area has lead research into studying methods of how to perform safe and secure online business transactions over the Internet. A central problem in this context is that of fair exchange, i.e., how to exchange two electronic items in a fair manner. We give a general introduction into the research area of fair exchange and discuss several formalizations of fairness. We find that, although a considerable number of fair exchange protocols exist, they usually have been defined for special scenarios and thus only work under particular assumptions. Furthermore, these protocols provide different degrees of fairness and cause different communication overhead. To alleviate this, we present a generalizing framework defining a suite of protocol modules which allows us to implement different fair exchange protocols. Depending on the properties of the exchanged items an appropriate fair exchange protocol can be selected and applied. Our study is accompanied by a comprehensive survey of the relevant literature.
INTRODUCTION
"Electronic commerce" (short: e-commerce) via the Internet is one of the most important markets today and is expected to flourish for at least the next decade. While there is still a notable fraction of companies that utilize the Internet solely for advertising and company-internal communication, some have started to use the network for the full range of business transactions including the sale of goods and services. This is particularly attractive in the case of digital services which can be entirely rendered via an electronic network. Examples for such services are the delivery of video or audio data, the electronic purchase of computer software, the transfer of digital money, the writing of a digital receipt, or querying a database, but also the provision of telephone lines or Internet access.
Several business models have been adopted, for example subscriptions are in common use. Here, the customers must subscribe to the service and pay a fixed amount of money on a regular basis, e.g., monthly, for using the service. Alternatively, pay-per-use can serve as a different business model having the advantage that customers do not need to tie down to a specific service provider and potentially even allowing them to keep their anonymity.
The advantages of pay-per-use are so evident that we expect the broad establishment of pay-per-use applications for digital services in the near future. Protocols supporting this must be carefully constructed because they have to take special properties of the diverse services into consideration. A common property of many digital services is that they normally cannot be revoked, i.e., once the service has been granted the service provider has no effective means to force the recipient to return it without keeping a private copy. This is particularly crucial if the two business partners reside in different countries where different regional law regulations apply. Therefore, the exchange of the digital services (with the payment being one of them) should at best be performed simultaneously in order to guarantee fairness for both involved parties. Unfortunately, real simultaneousness cannot be achieved because in general, granting a digital service comprises the transmission of several bits so service delivery is not atomic. This also implies that delivery always requires a certain amount of time and, hence, during the exchange a network failure might occur or either party might intentionally interrupt the transmission at any time. The exchange process might end unfair if in such a situation one party has already completed service delivery while the other has not.
As an example consider two mutually anonymous parties wanting to simultaneously disclose their identity. For this, they can exchange digital identity cards which are electronically signed by a trusted issuer in order to prevent unauthorized modification. In order to ensure fairness (i.e., simultaneousness) a third party must be involved which may at first collect both identity cards and forwards them subsequently. Since both business partners must trust the third party to perform correctly and honestly, the third party is referenced to as a trustee. In order to reduce the trustee's load different protocols have been proposed. A special class of optimistic protocols [1] incorporates the trustee only in case of failures or conflicts. Others weaken the degree of fairness which is achieved.
An additional problem occurring in this context is how each party can check if the other has correctly delivered the service and whether it is the desired one. In our example, each party could betray by sending not its identity card but something else (e.g., today's weather forecast). If the checking for correctness lies in the responsibility of each party then fairness cannot be guaranteed since a honest party unveils its identity while a malicious party does not. With an active trustee as described above the problem can easily be solved by letting the trustee perform the necessary correctness checks (i.e., verifying whether the exchanged items are valid identity cards). However, still a party might deliver somebody else's valid identity card instead of its own. In order to protect against this fraud, a public key infrastructure and a challenge-response protocol can be utilized. The example demonstrates that correctness checks play an important role to fair exchange and that protocols intended to solve the fair exchange problem should not leave them unconsidered.
The fair exchange protocols which have been presented in literature are diverse and largely incomparable even in the amount of fairness they offer. We will show that many existing protocols (including optimistic ones) can be understood as a composition of different protocol modules with distinct functionality. By separating the concerns and identifying these modules we are able to construct a general framework for modeling fair exchange protocols and thus give a better understanding of the fair exchange process itself. We thereby focus on the general interaction pattern of these protocols rather than the cryptographic primitives used to implement them.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. We state our system assumptions, give some informal definitions of fair exchange, and discuss special properties of what is exchanged in Section 2. In the same section, we examine how items can be specified and how their validity can be checked. Subsequently, in Section 3 we describe several approaches to rigorously formalize the fair exchange problem and discuss under which assumptions it can be solved. In Section 4, we introduce a generalizing framework which allows us to implement several different fair exchange protocols. Then we can select the appropriate protocol depending on the properties of the exchanged items and on the required fairness level. After providing an extensive review of the work relevant to the context of fair exchange in Section 5, we conclude our paper with a summary and a discussion of our approach in Section 6.
DEFINING FAIR EXCHANGE
In this section we will informally define the major terms used in this paper. Many of these terms will be formalized in Section 3.
System Assumptions
A fair exchange takes place within a network of computers which are connected e.g., through the Internet. We model this situation as a distributed system consisting of a set of processes which can send and receive messages between each other over reliable FIFO communication channels. This means that mechanisms exist which ensure that no messages are lost or altered in transit and that they are eventually delivered to the destination process. (Under certain reasonable assumptions reliable channels can be implemented on top of unreliable channels [2] .) The delays introduced by these mechanisms among other reasons justify the assumption that the system is asynchronous [3] meaning that there is no bound on the message delivery delay or on the relative processing speeds of the processes.
A problem specification is a high-level description of the required behavior of the processes involved. Informally spoken, a specification states under which conditions certain process events must never occur and under which conditions other events must eventually occur. A protocol is a low-level description of the actual system behavior. It is a precise description about which actions a process should perform in response to actions of other processes. A particular execution of a protocol satisfies a specification if the execution adheres to the event descriptions of the specification. Due to the nondeterminism of the network a protocol may have several different executions. A protocol satisfies (or implements) a specification if all its executions satisfy the specification.
Fair exchange protocols usually involve the use of symmetric and asymmetric crypto systems [4] allowing to encrypt, decrypt or digitally sign data. We assume that the communication channels are secured through appropriate means that ensure integrity, confidentiality and authenticity of information while in transit and that protocol messages contain unique identifiers and sequence numbers to prevent replay of messages or parts of them.
We model malevolent parties involved in the fair exchange by processes which do not follow the protocol they are supposed to follow, i.e., they might arbitrarily stop executing steps or send corrupted messages. However, it is assumed that malevolent parties are not capable to encrypt, decrypt or digitally sign messages unless they have access to the necessary keys. Non-malevolent parties do not crash and behave according to their protocol.
Informal Definitions
We now give an intuitive understanding of the fair exchange problem. We follow the presentation of Asokan [5] with modifications made by Pagnia and Vogt [6] . We assume two participating parties A and B. Each party starts with an electronic item i and a description d of what that party would like to receive in exchange for i. In the notation we will identify the items using subscripts, i.e., i A is A's item and d B is a description of B's desired item. 2 We assume that there exists a verification function which takes an item and a description and returns the value true only if the item matches the description. There are two possible termination states of the protocol, either success or abort . Both parties have means to check whether and in which state the protocol has terminated.
A fair exchange protocol is a protocol which implements the following three requirements: The formulation of the Effectiveness requirement is rather delicate since it is only required to hold "if both parties do not want to abandon the exchange" [7] . This precondition is necessary because in asynchronous systems messages can be delayed for an arbitrary (but finite) amount of time. Hence, at any time it is not possible, say for a well-behaving party A, to distinguish the two cases where either (a) party B is correctly following the protocol but the network is slow, or (b) B has stopped to follow the protocol overall [8] . Hence, the precondition allows to define a very weak notion of a timeout in asynchronous systems with the risk that exchanges do not succeed because parties "time out" too early.
The same reasons (i.e., asynchrony) may lead to a different notion of termination, which we call weak termination. Briefly spoken, weak termination means that the final state of the exchange of, say, party A depends on an action performed by party B. Effectively, this means that if B does not perform this action, A will never be notified. Hence, A will never "know" the final outcome of the exchange. For example, consider the case where A has started an exchange with B and is waiting for a message from B upon which the protocol outcome for A depends. As long as A is still waiting, both outcomes (success or abort) are still possible. If A never receives this message, the outcome should be abort. But due to asynchrony, A cannot decide whether a message from B will arrive or B has stopped to participate in the exchange. Due to this fact, to make the correct termination decision, A would have to wait forever, which is undesirable. Note that A still has more guarantees than "no termination": For example, if A by default decides on abort and changes to success in case a message is received, A can still rely on the fact that eventually its decision will be correct. With "no termination", even this is not guaranteed. Obviously, this weakened version of termination should be avoided if possible. In general, the protocols described in this paper achieve the stronger notion of termination. If not, we will discuss the reasons why this may be sufficient.
Definitions of fair exchange often differ in their understanding of the fairness requirement. For example, Asokan [5] distinguishes between strong and weak fairness. The fairness requirement described above is called strong fairness. For weak fairness it is required thatin case of a failed exchange -either party can prove that it has behaved correctly, i.e., it has followed the prescribed exchange protocol. As part of an external dispute, the proof must be shown to an external arbiter, e.g., a court of justice, who has the power to establish fairness, usually by forcing both parties into cooperation. The problem with this is that in most countries it is still unclear what such a proof might be in order to be acceptable as evidence in a lawsuit.
In any case, a lawsuit is expensive and its outcome might be rather uncertain. Therefore, it is desirable to resolve as many conflicts as possible within the exchange system itself. If the arbiter is sufficiently powerful it can automatically process the proofs and decide how to proceed. The advantage of this is that conflicts are now automatically processed within the exchange system, thus increasing the degree of fairness.
In extension to the definitions of Asokan [5] , we propose the following hierarchy of fairness guarantees [9] : The fairness definitions F 6 to F 4 are supposed to be stronger than the others because conflicts can be resolved automatically without the need for a subsequent external dispute. In general, we would like to achieve a level of fairness which is as high as possible in the hierarchy. However, higher levels of fairness are more difficult to ensure.
Strong fairness by the definition of Asokan [5] corresponds to F 6 . As Asokan does not make any assumptions about the willingness of the parties to cooperate, F 5 can also be regarded as strong fairness in the sense of Asokan [5] . Gärtner et al. [10] call F 5 eventually strong fairness. The difference between F 6 and F 5 lies in the additional assumption made about the participants, i.e., they can be eventually forced to cooperate. For example, if a participating party stores all its data on a remote computer which is managed by an independent service provider, it may be possible to technically enforce access to this data by "official" means (i.e., through a special message signed by the arbiter). In general, fairness F 5 can be achieved by using a trusted computing environment [11] on the user's machine. The term "eventual cooperation" still makes sense in asynchronous systems if the help of such official means is not called for immediately.
The categories F 3 and F 2 match Asokan's weak fairness definition. The distinction between F 3 and F 2 is similar to that made between F 6 and F 5 only that means outside of the technical fair exchange system are referenced. For example, consider the case where a misbehaving participant is brought in front of court and is sentenced to pay for a received item. If the participant now reluctantly pays the debts, then fairness F 2 is achieved since the assumption of "basic cooperation" is made about a misbehaving party. However, even if this assumption is not made, it is possible to collect debts in practice even without cooperation of the other party. For example, calling a bailiff (or the sheriff) ensures fairness F 3 .
The categories F 4 and F 1 describe a different fairness concept in which it is assumed that a non-delivered item can be substituted by a different one (e.g., a payment) which compensates the loss. Because this does not match the original intention of the exchange process we have ranked compensation as a method to achieve fairness weaker than the others.
Properties of Exchanged Items
Certain item properties can be exploited by fair exchange protocols. Some of these properties refer to the item descriptions which participating parties must give before engaging in fair exchange. Before discussing these properties and ways on how to ensure that items in fact have these properties in Section 2.4, we will first consider a different class of properties, namely those that can help the third party to resolve conflicts. In this section, we describe some of these properties in more detail, mainly generatability and revocability [5] .
Generatability
A generatable item is an item which can be generated by the trustee in case the receiving party can prove that it has behaved correctly. Depending on the effectiveness of generatability we distinguish:
Strong generatability: It is guaranteed that the trustee will be able to generate such an item.
Weak generatability: The trustee can try to generate such an item, but he may fail in generating it, if a participating party has misbehaved (e.g. by sending a garbled message). If this is the case, the trustee will always detect such a misbehavior and he will be able to provably determine the cheating party.
The difference between strong and weak generatability is that the strong notion always ensures successful item generation whereas weak generatability can only succeed, if nobody has misbehaved. Nevertheless weak generatability can still support conflict resolution, if just one party misbehaved: As fairness can only be provided to honest parties (i.e., parties which follow the specified protocol), the trustee is allowed to disadvantage a provably misbehaving party in order to restore fairness for the honest party.
We now give some examples to illustrate our definition of strong and weak generatability. These examples show different methods to make arbitrary items generatable. In the first two examples strong generatability is achieved, while the last two examples result in weak generatability.
1. A party forwards a copy of its item to the trustee who checks it against the item description and stores it for a possible subsequent dispute. The party is provided with a signed receipt which can be presented to any other party as a proof that the item is generatable by the trustee. 2. A party forwards a copy of its item to the trustee who checks it according to a given item description. Then the trustee encrypts the item and signs the encrypted item together with the description. Finally the party is provided with the signature, the encrypted item and the decryption key. During an exchange the party can use the encrypted item and the description together with the signature as a proof that the trustee is able to generate the item by decrypting the encrypted item. The advantage of this approach compared to the first one is that the trustee only needs to store the decryption key for a possible dispute. This significantly reduces the storage space required at the trustee. 3. A party encrypts its item with a random key. This key is then deposited at the trustee who returns a receipt for it, which the party can from now on use as a proof for the weak generatability of the item. Note, that this receipt is not a proof for the strong generatability of the item, since it cannot be guaranteed that the encrypted item can successfully be decrypted with the key which is stored at the trustee. 4. A party encrypts its item with a random key, encrypts this random key with the trustee's public key and signs both ciphertexts as a commitment that the trustee will be able to decrypt these values. The ciphertexts and the signature are then forwarded to the other party as a proof for the generatability of the item. The receiving party can neither decrypt the random key nor the item, but the trustee can do so if the encryption has been performed correctly. This results in weak generatability, because -if the item generation failed -the trustee can at least detect who is responsible.
These examples manifest a tradeoff between the strength of generatability and the burden placed on the trustee: The burden on the trustee decreases from method 1 to method 4 whereas the generatability property is weakened. While in method 1 the trustee must store the entire item, he only needs to store the decryption key in method 2 and 3. Method 4 is the most efficient one in terms of storage space and communication: the trustee can use a single key -namely the own private key -for decrypting any item which was made generatable and the trustee is only contacted in the case of a failure.
It is also possible to utilize some specific item properties in order to make items generatable. Especially in order to make digital signatures strongly generatable certain techniques have been developed which are referred to as verifiable escrow [12, 13] : A signature can be encrypted with the public key of the trustee and sent to the other party together with a cryptographic proof that really a correct signature was encrypted. Then the receiver knows that the trustee can decrypt (and thus generate) the signature. Often this approach is also called "verifiable encryption" [12, [14] [15] [16] [17] . A different, quite efficient implementation of verifiable encryption relies on off-line coupons [13] . These coupons are retrieved from the trustee in advance and simplify the verification that the correct signature was encrypted. Another approach for verifiable escrow [18, 19] is based on convertible signatures [20] . Here an undeniable signature, which is only interactively verifiable, can be converted to an ordinary signature by a trustee, if the customer asks the trustee to generate this signature.
Special item properties also help to generate signatures on a contract [7] : The trustee may be granted the right to issue a replacement for a signed contract. If this replacement is later equally accepted as a valid contract, the trustee can generate a missing signature on a contract by simply generating this replacement.
There are other items with special properties which are relevant to generatability, for example payments based on electronic coins (e.g., ECash [21] ). Basically, such a payment consists of a signature from the issuing bank and thus it can be made generatable as described for digital signatures using verifiable escrow. However, this may not be enough to achieve strong generatability: In an on-line payment system like ECash a payment is only valid, if it contains a valid signature, which has not been deposited in another payment before. This means that even though the signature is strongly generatable, the generation of the payment might fail, if it has been deposited earlier. Then weak generatability can only be achieved, if the bank can tell the trustee whether the customer or the merchant tried to cheat by spending the coins twice.
Revocability
An item is called revocable if a trustee can revoke it in case it has sufficient evidence to do so. Thus, revocation can be used to undo an exchange that cannot be completed. We distinguish two different forms of revocability:
Strong revocability: It is guaranteed that the trustee will be able to revoke such an item.
Weak revocability: The trustee can try to revoke such an item, but he may fail in revoking it. However, such a failure proves that the weakly revocable item really has been delivered to the party that desired this item.
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It should be noted that items must not be revocable by a party itself. Otherwise, after a correctly terminated fair exchange, one of the parties could easily revoke the delivered item and thus gain an unfair advantage over the other party. The consequence is that the exchange of such items can never be regarded as fair.
The following examples illustrate the difference between strong and weak revocability.
1. Several payment systems (e.g., credit cards) support revocation of payments. To achieve strong revocability a payment system should only permit revocation, if a trustee requests to do so. 2. In practice many payments will only be revocable for a certain time period (e.g., for some weeks). After that the revocation will fail, which means that only weak revocability is achieved, if it is not guaranteed that revocation will always be started in time. 3. Digital certificates may grant its owner certain rights: Travel agencies may sell their customers digital tickets that grant them a seat on a certain flight. If only the trustee (maybe in cooperation with the airline) can revoke such a ticket, we achieve weak revocability, because revocation will fail after the customer has taken this flight. But then the trustee has a proof that the customer has to pay for this flight. This example also applies to other scenarios, where a customer buys a right to use some service (e.g., a cinema ticket, access to a database, etc.). However, it is essential that only the trustee can revoke such a right of a customer.
Compensation
Compensation means that a trustee will be able to provide a participant with compensation instead of the expected item. It is a necessary requirement that both parties estimate the value of the expected item and the compensation to be equal. Then the exchange will still be fair, if compensation is delivered instead of the expected item.
Compensation can be viewed as a special form of generatability, as the trustee is able to generate something of equal value. However, there is one big difference to generatability: In case of compensation there is the danger that the participant has received the item, but additionally asks for compensation. This may be unfair, if the participant can benefit from utilizing both, the item and the compensation. In contrast, this problem does not exist for generatable items, as their delivery is idempotent meaning that it makes no difference whether the item is received once or multiple times.
Time-Sensitivity
In practice, items which lose their value over time exist. For example, a birthday present should be delivered till the birthday party starts, the TV program for Monday is useless on Tuesday, and only the most recent stock market information will be useful. According to Asokan [5] such items are called time-sensitive.
The difficulty with time-sensitive items is that nobody but the receiver knows when a sent item really arrived. Thus the receiver may claim that there was some delay until he got the item and that it was already useless then. But the receiver is not able to convince somebody else that the item arrived too late -no matter if this is true or not. Even if a trustee is involved, he will not be able to decide correctly whether there was some delay that made the item useless or not. If the delivering party has to resend an updated version of the time-sensitive item, then this may be unfair, if the receiver is able to utilize both items. Again we see that the exchange of items, whose transmission is not idempotent, can lead to some problems. Dealing with time sensitive items in asynchronous systems may seem impossible because due to arbitrary message delays there can be no guarantee that time-sensitive items are still useable when they arrive. However, dealing with such items may still be possible. The idea is to separate receiving the item over the network and delivering it to the user by utilizing trusted hardware on the user's machine [23, 24] . Before delivery, the user is asked whether the item still has value to him. If yes, the item is delivered immediately, as only local communication without significant delay is required. Otherwise the item is discarded. As the use of secure and tamper-proof hardware is a research topic of its own, we will not consider time-sensitive items in the rest of this paper.
Item Validation
Apart from "technical" properties (like generatability which enables conflict resolution), exchanged items must also satisfy the item description given by the parties at the beginning of the exchange. Specifying these properties as part of the description and validating the items against it is an important but often neglected problem which is inherent to all exchange protocols.
Validation means to check that the items are "as expected" and is the basis for any effective business transaction, even non-electronic ones. In order to be able to do this it is important that a sufficiently detailed description exists for both items. For some kind of items, for example digital money or digital signatures, the validation is rather simple. Another example is a widely used software package which can be checked by computing a cryptographic hash value and comparing it against a trusted reference value which is publicly available [25] . Problems with this solution however can occur if the software contains a serial number or an individual watermark for copyright protection. Other items too are difficult to check: For example, a common description of a software package usually contains a list of features which cannot be checked during a formal verification process. Promises like "high performance" are not precise enough in order to be verified formally and easily cause overexpectation. Therefore, for an accurate validation a complete and formal description is necessary. Unfortunately in many cases this will be impossible to derive, in most other cases it will be very costly. However, we assume that for the items a sufficiently accurate description exists against which they can be verified.
A straightforward solution to the fair exchange problem is based on the concept of an active trustee. If such a trustee is available, the exchange can proceed as follows: Both parties, A and B, send their item to the trustee. The trustee checks whether A has sent the item which B wants to have and vice versa. If both checks succeed, the trustee forwards A's item to B and B's item to A. This type of protocol is a fair exchange protocol with an active trustee.
The validity check of the items must be performed by the trustee in order to ensure fairness. But note that because the items in consideration for exchange will usually be different ones in each instance of the problem, the activity of checking the items will be different every time the trustee is used. Thus, prior to executing the exchange, both A and B must indicate to the trustee how he should check the other's item for validity.
In the context of mobile code, one solution is for both A and B to devise a specific check method which takes the other's item as an input and returns true only if the item actually has the desired features. This approach is rather flexible because it enables to check an item in all ways allowed by the underlying programming language. For example, it is possible to calculate cryptographic checksums over the entire item or over parts of it, it could compare parts of the item with some test data, or it could perform file format checks (e.g., "is the data a JPEG image?").
Subsequently, A devises a method checkB and B devises a method checkA. Both A and B send the code of this methods to the trustee before the fair exchange takes place. Within the fair exchange protocol, the trustee uses checkB to check the item sent by B and checkA to check the item sent by A. Only if both methods return true the trustee will complete the exchange.
The problem with this solution stems from its flexibility: If arbitrary code is allowed within the check routines, it is possible to cheat. To understand this, imagine that A devises a routine checkB(item) which first sends item to itself (i.e., to A) and then returns false. As a result, the exchange is in danger of ending in an unfair situation where A has obtained B's item but B has not received A's item. Consequently, it is necessary to guarantee that nothing "bad" happens within the check routines.
The "bad things" which may happen refer to the presence of information flow from inside the check routine to another party. This should include information flow through hidden channels [26] , which is particularly difficult. In some contexts, it is even necessary to have information flow from inside to outside of the check routine. For example, if one item consists of electronic money, it is impossible to prevent double spending without online access to a bank. This means that the check routine must make an online query when checking the money. In this case we can only ensure that the amount of information flow out of the check routine is bounded.
It is sometimes useful for a party to run the other party's check routine on an item before engaging in the fair exchange to prevent selling an item which is inappropriate in advance. However, a problem exists if a party wants to perform "semantic" checking by using heuristics. Instances of this problem are, e.g., plausibility checks on a credit card number or simple spot checks on mass-produced articles. Consider for example the following scenario: A is looking for a text containing a set of keywords and so it devises a method checkB which simply scans the item for these words. The code of this method is sent to B so that B can validate that nothing bad happens therein. But knowing the code of checkB, B can easily fool A by piecing together an arbitrary text containing these keywords. While not being unfair in a formal sense, the disclosure of its customized check routine lowers a party's confidence in the quality of the received item.
Next we describe three possible solutions for the problem of item checking. Thereby we make it possible to select the best solution for a specific scenario.
Parameterized check routines
One solution is to use a predefined check routine from a specialized library. For example, the trustee could provide a set of publicly accessible methods, e.g., to check whether a file represents a valid JPEG image. In this case either party could simply send the identifier of the desired check routine to the trustee.
Alternatively, the trustee could offer a generic check routine which is parameterized with a predefined range of values. This could be, for example, a routine which scans the input for a set of keywords (the parameter of the routine would be the set of words). Extending this idea, the generic check routine would take an expression in a formal "item description" language as an argument. A drawback of this approach is that this requires the definition of a rather complex language which is sufficiently expressive in order to allow the check for all relevant item properties.
Syntactic Check
Instead of using generic check routines, A and B could still be allowed to write their own methods. In this case it must be possible to automatically verify that their respective routines play according to the rules. For example, by automatically scanning the parties' code before invoking it, it is possible to check whether a method contains the invocation of a send command. If no other way exists to smuggle information out of the check function, then fairness can be guaranteed. However, for leaking information usually other possibilities than using the send command exist. Fraudulent parties are likely to garble their harmful actions within innocent looking code, and preventing the parties from performing such malicious actions solely by using syntactic checks is a difficult task.
Sandboxing
A more powerful solution for verifying that the check routine well-behaves is to monitor its execution. Any attempt to execute an unfair command will be recognized at run-time. It will result in an immediate termination and rejection of the check routine. This approach for protecting the participating parties from malicious code is comparable with the sandbox model for Java applets. Compared to the syntactic check, sandboxing is more immune against innocent looking, obfuscated code which is intended to deceive the other party. Another advantage of this security concept is that the timely termination of the check routines can also be monitored. If the execution time exceeds a previously defined time limit, the trustee stops computation and aborts the exchange. A limitation of sandboxing is its flexibility: Any command must either be allowed or forbidden. If for example communication is forbidden, then it is impossible to obtain certificates from a key server.
The solutions again manifest a complex tradeoff between (1) the level of confidence attainable, (2) the flexibility of describing desired item properties, and (3) the complexity of "verifying" the check routines. Parameterized check routines and a syntactic check are probably the methods most easily implementable in practice. However, they either lack flexibility in describing item properties (parameterized check routines) or confidence in the "safety" of the check routine (syntactic check). Sandboxing on the other hand offers both these advantages but requires complex mechanisms and programming language support.
Summary
This section has introduced the fair exchange problem as the combination of effectiveness, termination and fairness properties. From the literature we know that fairness can be understood in many different ways and we have proposed a hierarchy of well-separable fairness definitions to alleviate this problem. The efficiency and correctness of fair exchange protocols critically depends on specific properties of the exchanged items. We have discussed the most important of these properties, mainly the strong and weak notion of generatability and revocability, and have given examples to manifest their importance. Finally, we have studied the problem of item validation and presented ways on how to increase the security of this important task. All this builds the foundation for concrete protocol design: We show in Section 4 how to exploit the discussed item properties to build fair exchange protocols which achieve varying levels of fairness.
FORMALIZING THE FAIR EXCHANGE PROBLEM
The more practically motivated definitions of fairness ("nobody wins or loses something valuable") which have been presented in section 2.2 are precise enough for a general understanding of the concept. However, if it comes to a more rigorous verification of fair exchange protocols, the present definitions lack the necessary level of detail to be of use. In this section we survey the existing attempts to completely formalize fairness in the context of electronic commerce to make fair exchange protocols amendable to rigorous verification. This section is aimed at more theoretically interested readers and can be skipped if practical interests are of more concern.
Formalizations based on game theory
Game theory can be used to rigorously define the fairness condition of exchange protocols. In this approach, the individual moves of the participants within a protocol are turns in a multi-player game. Briefly spoken, a protocol is fair if any player cannot achieve an advantage over the other player without the other player gaining a similar advantage during the game. Buttyán [27] uses this approach and completely formalizes fairness using the notions of game trees and strategies [28] . A strategy is a description of how a player moves in response to another player's move and a game is a pair of strategies. Specific fair exchange protocols can then be formalized as a game (s A * , s B * ) for two correctly behaving players A and B. A misbehaving player, say A, is modeled as a player who follows a different strategy s A (involving moves that were not part of the original protocol). The advantages which different players can achieve at different points in the game must be estimated and formalized as a payoff function. A positive value indicates an advantage (i.e., gaining access to the other player's item), a negative value a disadvantage. A protocol is said to be fair if for every possible strategy s A of A, the outcome of the game when A plays s A and B plays s B * (i.e., B behaves correctly) is such that A can have a positive payoff only if B has a positive payoff as well. Of course the same must hold vice versa.
Cryptographic definitions of fairness
Modern cryptographic methods allow to precisely define the security of a system. For example, in the simulateability paradigm [29, 30] a relation called "at least as secure as" is established between two systems S 1 and S 2 , where S 2 usually is an ideal system and S 1 a real system supposed to implement the same service as the ideal system. Briefly spoken, S 1 is at least as secure as S 2 iff the "view" of the honest user in S 1 is indistinguishable from its view in S 2 . Indistinguishable means that the two views are either identical or that the probability that any probabilistic polynomial-time "distinguisher" algorithm can compute the difference is negligible [30, p. 109] . Note here that statements about security are always probabilistic and are based on explicit restrictions on the power of an adversary (i.e., polynomially bounded computation resources).
While not based on game theory, Asokan, Shoup and Waidner [14] also use the term "game" to define the fairness property of such an ideal exchange system. In this game, where participating parties are polynomially bounded interactive turing machines, a well-behaving party A and the trustee T follow their protocol in a purely reactive fashion. The execution of the game is driven by an adversary B * which has complete power over the network and whose actions are merely restricted by the following rules:
• B * cannot sign or decrypt messages for which B * does not have the appropriate key, but can interact arbitrarily with T obtaining T 's signature on adaptively chosen messages.
• Whenever A signals its intention to make a move or wants to receive a message, then B * eventually lets A proceed in that move and eventually supplies the next message to A, respectively.
• Interactions of A with T are not restricted by B * .
The restrictions imply that A can follow its protocol and eventually terminate by outputting an item e A . In this case, B * also terminates and outputs e B * . B * wins the game if e B * = i A but e A = i B * . A protocol is fair if the probability that B * wins the game is negligible.
Overall, rigorously proving that a protocol in fact satisfies the requirements of fair exchange remains nontrivial. This is especially true for the above definitions of fairness or if the system model is randomized. In these cases, machine support using verification tools (like model checkers) is practically impossible so proofs must be done by hand and remain a cumbersome, errorprone affair.
Trace-based formalizations of fairness
There have been attempts to formalize fairness using trace-based concepts from concurrency theory for which mechanical proof support systems exist. An example is the formalism of Cervesato et al. [31] in which Chadha, Kanovich and Scedrov [32] have studied fair contract signing protocols. In this section, which is based on Gärtner et al. [10] , we study the basic possibilities of formalizing fairness in this context.
A fair exchange system
Within this theory, a system is considered to be a black box within an environment. The system interacts with the environment through a set of input/output variables called the interface. While the environment and the system may read input and output variables, the former may only be written by the environment while the latter may only be written by the system. A fair exchange system can be modeled as in Fig. 1, i. e., as a black box with three input variables i, d, m and two output variables e and s per party. Again, we will subscript these variables with the identifier of the party to which they belong, e.g., i A is the input item of party A. The variables i and d have the same meaning as explained in Section 2.2, i.e., i is the input item and d is the description of the desired item. The variable s indicates the state of the protocol and can evaluate to success (in case of a successful protocol completion), abort (unsuccessful protocol completion) or an undefined value ⊥ (protocol is still running). In case of a successful protocol completion, e should contain the exchanged item. The variable m is a specification variable indicating whether or not a party is malevolent, i.e., the party will not behave according to the protocol. 
States, traces and properties
A state of a system like the one shown in Fig. 1 is an assignment of values to the variables of the interface. A trace (or execution) is a (possibly infinite) sequence of states of the system and a property is defined as a set of traces. A system in itself defines a property, i.e., the set of all traces which the protocol running within the black box may produce at the interface. A system Σ satisfies a property P iff all traces of Σ are in P .
Safety and liveness
There are two special kinds of properties called safety and liveness. A safety property informally states that "something bad will never happen". Safety properties can be thought of as invariants, i.e., sets of states which usually describe the "safe", "legal" or "good" states of the system. Formally, a safety property S is a set of executions which is prefix-closed, i.e., for every execution e ∈ S and every prefix α of e, α must also be in S. Partial correctness and the effectiveness condition of fair exchange are examples of safety properties.
A liveness property informally states that "something good will eventually happen". A finite trace α is said to be live for a property L, if there exists an execution e ∈ L of which α is a prefix. A property L is called a liveness property if every partial execution is live for L. Intuitively, a liveness property states that any partial system execution α is "not lost", i.e., it is always possible to extend α to still reach some goal. Termination, starvation freedom, and eventual delivery are examples of liveness properties.
Strong fairness as a safety property
Safety and liveness were introduced by Lamport [33] and later formally refined by Alpern and Schneider [34] . It has been argued that almost all important system properties can be expressed as a combination of a safety and a liveness property [34, 35] . Consequently, there have been attempts to model the fairness requirement of fair exchange within this context.
In a previous paper [10] ,
was shown to be a safety property. The inherent assumption behind this formalization is that items are atomic (i.e., they can only be exchanged in their entirety) and not revoked after protocol termination. If we assume that the output can only be written once, the property is a safety property because we can tell in finite time whether it is violated (i.e., after both outputs have been written). Using a safety property is a natural way of formalizing fairness because it is close to invariantbased protocol analysis which is rather common [36] . While other authors often do not separate their correctness conditions into safety and liveness parts, the relevant aspect of fairness is usually a safety property [32, 36] .
Fairness as a liveness property
In the same direction, the notion of weak fairness was investigated. Informally, weak fairness means that a possible disadvantage can occur but that it can be eventually refuted. If the disadvantage within the system is not permanent, i.e., there exist means within the system (e.g., by requesting help from a trusted third party) to eventually refute the disadvantage, then this notion of weak fairness can be formalized as a liveness property. Since the outcome of the exchange is similar to strong fairness, this form was called eventually strong fairness and corresponds to fairness category F 5 . To refute a disadvantage, there must exist some additional assumptions about a misbehaving party. Such an assumption could be, for example, that a misbehaving party will (or can be forced to) eventually cooperate.
(Note that the means to force a party to cooperate are fully within the automated system.) However, such assumptions are not very realistic in the usual settings of electronic commerce. Schneider [37] investigates system properties which can be automatically enforced onto a system by mechanical means. He presents a theoretical result which shows that liveness properties cannot be automatically enforced without making additional assumptions about the misbehaving node. Thus, specifying weak fairness as a liveness property has important practical implications. If we cannot guarantee a certain behavior of the participating nodes, weak fairness as "liveness" cannot be achieved within the automated system.
Weak fairness as a safety property
However, if the disadvantage were permanent (i.e., there are no means to refute it within the system), a protocol must ensure that a participating party has collected enough evidence to prove to an arbiter outside of the system that it behaved correctly. In this direction, fairness would be regarded as a safety property again. Gärtner et al. [10] argue that this is weak fairness in the sense of Asokan [5] which corresponds to F 2 /F 3 .
Impossibility results

Fair exchange without a trusted third party
Recall the situation of fair exchange where two parties A and B want to exchange atomic digital items over a message passing infrastructure. At some point in time, the items must be transmitted over the network. But who should send the item first in a situation of mutual distrust? No matter who begins, there is always the danger of the protocol ending in an unfair situation.
In 1980, Even and Yacobi [38] elaborated this idea to formally prove that there is no fair exchange protocol without a trusted third party in these situations. The proof is by contradiction: Assume a protocol exists which achieves strong fairness in the given scenario without the help of a trusted intermediate. The protocol must consist of a sequence of communication rounds. A communication round consists of sending a message from A to B and back again. Because the protocol is a fair exchange protocol, it must terminate. More specifically, at some point in time A must receive B's item, i.e., after n communication rounds A has sufficient information about B's item but this is not true after n − 1 communication rounds for A. Because of mutual distrust, B will obviously only participate in round n if it has acquired sufficient information about A's item in some round n < n. However, this contradicts the fact that the protocol used achieves strong fairness. Even and Yacobi conclude that there is no fair exchange protocol under these assumptions. Work by Schunter [30] has investigated similar impossibilities for optimistic contract signing protocols.
Properties of a trusted third party
Since fair exchange is impossible without a TTP, it is natural to investigate the minimal system conditions under which fair exchange is possible. What properties must a third party satisfy in order to be helpful in the exchange? While a formal investigation into the precise meanings of these terms is still lacking, two aspects seem particularly relevant in this context: trustworthiness and availability.
Trustworthiness means that the parties which partic-ipate in the exchange "know" the protocol which the TTP is executing. This ensures that a TTP will not conspire with one of the participating parties. Knowledge about the TTP's (expected) behavior is only achievable by detailed code inspection and the use of secured hardware. This task is usually delegated to experts and so trusting the TTP means trusting these experts. Certain protocols can slightly reduce the level of trust in the TTP. For example, in some protocols [25, 39] the TTP alone cannot gain useful information about the exchanged items. Other protocols [7] make certain forms of misbehavior of the TTP detectable by the participants. Availability means that it is not only important to know which protocol the TTP is executing, but also that the TTP will follow the protocol, i.e., that the services of the TTP will eventually be available. This means that the TTP must satisfy certain reliability requirements. In asynchronous systems, we conjecture that the minimal requirements are that the TTP must have stable storage and be at least eventually-up in the crash-recovery model of distributed systems [40] . This means that the TTP may store information persistently and will eventually respond to every request by one of the participating parties.
Separation of item validation and exchange
The discussion about reliability features of the trusted third party has implicitly focused on its exchange functionality. To satisfy fairness, it is not only important to exchange items "atomically" but also to validate the items at some point during the protocol. Validation can be partially delegated to the participants: The idea of this approach is to encrypt the items with random keys and have the participants check certain properties on the encrypted items [41] . However, in this approach the item validation problem recurs when trying to exchange the keys themselves.
Exchange and validation of items needs not be done by the same trustee. It is technically possible to provide two separate trusted hosts: one which performs the exchange and one which is tailored to item validation. Apart from clearly separating the concerns involved, this approach also offers the potential to build highly optimized trusted third parties with higher processing capacities that are less viable to become bottlenecks.
Summary
In this section we have studied the fair exchange problem from a theoretical viewpoint. We have shown how to formally model the fairness requirement and how these formalizations can help in the understanding of which system parameters influence the exchange process.
EFFICIENT FAIR EXCHANGE PROTO-COLS
In this section we show how different notions of fairness can be realized by combining appropriate program modules to an exchange protocol as shown in Fig. 2 . The advantage of this modular approach is that for different scenarios suitable solutions can be composed. These solutions rely on the properties of the exchanged items, the power of a third party, the effort which is acceptable for the exchange, or on other properties like anonymity of the parties. This section is an enhancement of previous work by Vogt et al. [9] .
Modular fair exchange protocols
In an exchange protocol at least the two parties A and B are involved. In the case of failures we also require the cooperation of a trustee T . The party A has an item i A and B possesses the item i B .
In order to ease presentation we do not consider compensation as a method to gain fairness. It can however be incorporated into our approach in a straightforward manner. At any point in time during the execution of the basic exchange modules (M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 ) an honest participant may become impatient and want to enforce termination of the exchange. In this case the user will interrupt the execution of the protocol and -depending on its current state and the properties of items -directly invoke modules M 4 or M 5 for conflict resolution. Similarly, a protocol run is aborted or resolved if a message is received which indicates that the other party is misbehaving (e.g., a message which contains the wrong information or an invalid signature).
Module Definitions
Module M 1 : Negotiate In a first step A and B negotiate about the exchange. They have to agree on a formal description of each other's item which enables them to verify whether the item received during the exchange protocol is the one which was expected. When both parties know which items shall be exchanged, they also agree on which fair exchange protocol should be used and which modules are used in order to implement it. Additionally, they agree on the name of the trustee possibly involved. After completion of "Negotiate" the exchange itself can be started.
Module M 2 : Prepare to exchange Before the exchange can be started the participating parties have to make sure that conflict resolution will be possible. For generatable items it has to be checked, if they are really generatable 4 as agreed on in module M 1 . This means that if the exchange protocol relies External dispute End: FIGURE 2. Composing fair exchange protocols by using the modular approach on the generatability of an item, then the party which expects this item has to verify the generatability. If this check fails, it is still safe for the party which has not sent anything yet to stop executing the protocol. A party which has already sent useful information should start M 5 to abort the exchange.
Module M 3 : Exchange
The items are now exchanged between the participating parties. In active protocols the trustee can simply deliver the items. If the exchange protocol is optimistic, the following two rules have to be observed:
1. The owner of a generatable item should wait for the other item before he sends his item. This enables him to first check if the other item meets the description. 2. If an item is revocable, its owner should send it first, as he will be able to revoke it, if the other party doesn't send the expected item.
The exchange may either end with both parties possessing the expected items or in the case of a failure with (at least) one party receiving nothing valuable. In the first case fairness F 6 is achieved, so that the protocol can terminate at this point. In the second case fairness must be re-established in one of the subsequent steps. One possible solution is to start an external dispute which however guarantees only a lower degree of fairness (F 1 , F 2 , or F 3 ). Alternatively, the modules M 4 and M 5 can be used if the items are generatable or revocable.
Module M 4 : Conflict resolution: resolve This module can only be used by a party that expects the trustee to provide the item in exchange for his own item. If the desired item provides strong generatability, the trustee will succeed in generating the item, thus establishing fairness F 6 . If the item is only weakly generatable, the trustee may either succeed or fail. In the first case the protocol terminates with fairness F 6 , but in the second case additional steps are necessary: An external dispute can be started. Alternatively, a further attempt to achieve F 6 fairness can be made by executing module M 5 . We note that in most cases with weakly generatable items the generation will not fail, as any misbehavior is provable to other parties (e.g., an external arbiter) and thus serves as a proof against the misbehaving party.
Module M 5 : Conflict resolution: abort This module is used by a party which wants to abort the exchange. This can be achieved by either exploiting the revocability of an item or by preventing that the trustee delivers a missing item. In contrast to module M 4 which tries to "force" both parties into a successful exchange, this module aims at "resetting" the exchange so that neither party receives anything valuable. In case of revocable items the trustee will revoke the item for its provider, if this party can ensure that he has been following the exchange protocol correctly so far and was not able to get the expected item from the other party. If the item provides strong revocability, the trustee will revoke the item and thus establish fairness F 6 . The same result is achieved if the trustee succeeds in revoking a weakly revocable item. If the revocation of a weakly generatable item fails, fairness has to be established by other means: An external dispute can be started.
This module can be invoked even if items are not revocable, e.g., in cases where a party has sent a generatable item and wants to withdraw it from the exchange before the trustee can generate it. However, in such cases there is always the chance that resetting the exchange fails because the other party has initiated module M 4 beforehand. Then the trustee can always finish the exchange by delivering the stored item.
Discussion
We can now set up fair exchange protocols by combining these modules. This approach is very flexible, because it provides several protocol variations: If after the execution of a module the fair exchange is completed, then subsequent steps using the other modules are not needed. It is also possible to use only a subset of the five modules by simply omitting one or more modules according to paths displayed in Fig. 2 . However, the sequence of the modules must not be changed because this would violate their preconditions. Note that the participating parties can follow distinct paths through the diagram, but they must end up in the same termination state, if the protocol ensures F 6 fairness.
If a protocols makes use of modules M 4 and M 5 , it would be possible to execute module M 5 before M 4 , as both modules try to achieve the same degree of fairness. However, it is the aim of module M 4 to successfully finish the exchange, while M 5 only tries to roll back the exchange. Thus, we recommend to always execute M 4 first, because it tries to fulfill the effectiveness requirement even in the case of failures.
Module implementation
In this section, we provide a set of sample module implementations for the scenario where a customer C and a vendor V want to exchange payment and product.
Each implementation block begins with a description of its preconditions like special item properties given in an "Assumes:" clause. We then use the notation event : description to describe the individual steps of the implementation, where event can be sending a message from participant X to Y (designated by X → Y ) or some local computation of a participant (designated by its name). The description is a brief explanation of the type of message sent or the type of actions performed locally. We denote encryption and decryption functions using key x by e x and d x , respectively. We use the capital letters D X and E X whenever an asymmetric cryptosystem is applied for party X. A participant can also produce digital signatures. To ease reading, we will abbreviate signing a message m by X and obtaining a signature s by s := sign X (m). Finally, we also assume the availability of a strongly collisionfree cryptographic hash function h. The cryptographic prerequisites are well-studied in the literature [4] .
We now provide implementations for the modules specified in Section 4.1.1. In some cases we provide an alternative implementation for a single module. We show later in Section 4.3 how to assemble these implementations to fair exchange protocols.
Implementation of module M 1
A straightforward way to implement the negotiation module is the following:
Module implementation I 1 Assumes: -C → V : desc prod , T , set of possible protocols supported by C V : choose a protocol V → C : desc pay , T , chosen protocol
The customer and the vendor exchange the description of the items which they want to receive and agree on a trustee T which can possibly be invoked. The customer also proposes exchange protocols that are acceptable to him and the vendor dynamically chooses one of these protocols with which he wants to proceed.
For the following implementations it is assumed that for every message it is known to which protocol, which run of a certain protocol, and which step of the protocol it belongs. This prevents attacks that may be constructed by mixing steps from different protocols.
First implementation of module M 2
The "Prepare to exchange" module can be implemented like this:
Module implementation I 2a Assumes: The item descriptions, T , and the protocol have been agreed upon C → V : order product V : choose a random key R encrypt product with R, i.e., EP := e R (product) compute hash H := h(EP ) encrypt R for the trustee, i.e.,
In this implementation the customer receives the product encrypted with a random key R, the key R encrypted with the trustee's public key, and a signature from the vendor to commit on this exchange. Note that this signature is assumed to have no meaning outside the fair exchange protocol. This can be guaranteed, if the use of the corresponding signature key is restricted to fair exchange protocols only.
The main idea of this implementation is that the further exchange process is reduced to the exchange of payment and R. Furthermore, the trustee will be able to compute R, if the vendor has sent the correct value R T . This results in weak generatability for the product as explained in Section 2.3.1.
During execution of this module, it is still possible to abort the exchange if, for example, the signature verification has revealed a bad signature.
Second implementation of module M 2
The implementation above is specifically designed for optimistic fair exchange protocols. For an exchange involving an active trustee, the module M 2 can be implemented in the following manner.
Module implementation I 2b
Assumes: T and the protocol have been agreed upon C → T : payment, desc prod V → T : product, desc pay T : check payment, check product versus desc prod
Because the trustee possesses both, payment and product, he can check in advance, if these items match their description. If one of the checks fails, the exchange will be aborted without losing fairness.
During the execution of this module, it is possible that an abort request arrives from one of the participating parties (e.g., because such a party invoked an implementation of module M 5 asynchronously). In this case, T can decide to abort the exchange as it has not yet sent anything to either of the parties. This behavior still satisfies fairness F 6 .
Third implementation of module M 2
A variation of implementation I 2a is now given where the payment is "made" weakly generatable. Prior to the execution of this module the vendor must have forwarded his product and its description to the trustee, who then checked that the product matches the given item description. As a reply the vendor received the encryption of the product EP := e R (product), the corresponding random symmetric key R, and the trustee's signature S T := sign T (desc prod , EP ). Using this signature the vendor can now prove that his product is strongly generatable by the trustee as we already explained in example 2 in Section 2.3.1.
Module implementation I 2c
Assumes: The item descriptions, T , and the protocol have been agreed upon. The trustee ensured that the product is strongly generatable.
C
: encrypt payment for trustee, i.e., EM := E T (payment )
i.e., S V := sign V (desc prod , desc pay , T, EP, S T , EM ) V → C : EP, S T , S V C : verify signatures S T and S V Customer C makes his payment weakly generatable by encrypting it with the public key of the trustee. The encrypted payment together with the customer's signature S C is sent to V , who verifies this signature. If this check fails, the vendor can simply abort the exchange.
Otherwise, V returns the information for generating the product, namely the encrypted product, the trustee's signature ensuring generatability of the product, and the vendor's signature which links the product to the payment. C verifies both signatures S T and S V and only proceeds if both are correct. If he detects some failure, he needs to abort the exchange using module M 5 , as only this prevents V from finishing the exchange with module M 4 .
First implementation of module M 3
The exchange module can be implemented like this:
Assumes: C has the encrypted product
As mentioned earlier, this type of exchange is called optimistic [1] , because no third party is required unless a conflict occurs. As most exchange processes can be assumed to run without failures, optimistic protocols can substantially reduce the load that is put on the third party. If a conflict occurs, the disadvantaged party must decide which actions should be used in order to re-establish fairness.
Second implementation of module M 3
If the exchange should be performed with an active trustee, an alternative implementation should be used for module M 3 . Because the trustee has already checked both items, he performs the exchange by simply forwarding the items to the waiting parties. If one of the parties does not receive the desired item, he asks the trustee to resend it.
Module implementation I 3b
Assumes: T has checked product and payment, exchange not aborted
First implementation of module M 4
Module M 4 is a solution for re-establishing fairness by finishing the exchange, if the previous modules failed to achieve fairness. In case the product is generatable it can be implemented like this:
Module implementation I 4a Assumes: C has the encrypted product and the decryption key R T C → T : desc prod , desc pay , payment, H, R T , S V T : verify signature S V decode key:
The trustee decodes R, which he sends to the customer in exchange for the payment. The product is decoded by the customer, so that he has to check it by himself. This implementation obviously relies on the vendor, who has to provide the correct values, so that the trustee can generate the correct key R. Since the vendor might have sent incorrect values, actually weak generatability of the product is provided.
Second implementation of module M 4
For an exchange of two generatable items we must distinguish whether C or V invokes the module.
Module implementation I 4b for C Assumes: C has generatable product EP and the signatures of the trustee and vendor (i.e., S T , S V ), exchange not aborted C → T : desc prod , desc pay , EM, EP, S T , S V T : check S T and S V decrypt payment, i.e., payment := D T (EM ) check payment store payment recover stored R corresponding to EP T → C : R C : decode product, i.e., product :
The product is assumed to be strongly generatable so that the trustee always succeeds in generating it for the customer.
For the vendor, the protocol looks slightly different:
Module implementation I 4b for V Assumes: V has weakly generatable money EM and the customer's signature S C , exchange not aborted V → T : desc prod , desc pay , product, EM, S C T : check product generate payment by decrypting EM or retrieving a stored payment check payment store product T → V : payment V : check and deposit payment
As the payment is only weakly generatable, we require T to check it before anything valuable is sent. If the payment turns out to be invalid in I 4b for V , the trustee knows that C misbehaved and thus aborts the exchange. Note that for some payment systems it might be necessary to let the trustee immediately deposit the payment at the bank instead of keeping a local copy.
Note that the trustee will not generate anything if the customer has previously succeeded in aborting the protocol with M 5.
First implementation of module M 5
We can efficiently implement module M 5 as follows: The trustee checks the validity of the weakly generatable product. A detected failure results in revocation of the payment, if it was already sent to the vendor. This guarantees fairness F 6 after execution of this module.
Module implementation I 5a
Assumes: The payment is strongly revocable and C has the encrypted product as well as the decryption
decode product, i.e., product := d R (EP ) = d R (e R (product)) check product versus desc prod : if "product OK" then T : deposit payment T → C : R C : decode product, i.e., product := d R (EP ) elseif "product not OK and payment was already sent to the vendor" then T : revoke payment
Compared to the implementation I 4a the trustee additionally has to check, whether the product is according to the item description desc prod . In most cases this significantly increases the computations done by the trustee.
Second implementation of module M 5
Even if no item is revocable, module M 5 can be used to prevent the trustee from proceeding further in the exchange, e.g. by generating items and delivering them. If the trustee has already completed the exchange (e.g. in module M 3 or M 4 ), he resends the desired item.
Module implementation I 5b
Assumes: -C → T : abort request T : if "exchange has been completed" then T → C : product else T : remember the exchange as "aborted" T → C : confirmation for the abort
The implementation for the vendor is just the same, except that he receives the payment instead of the product.
Composing protocols
The module implementations described in the previous section can be assembled in different ways according to the rules displayed in Fig. 2 . We now describe possible compositions.
P 1 : Fair exchange with active trustee. The combination of modules I 1 , I 2b , I 3b , I 5b results in the basic active exchange scheme for fairness F 6 which has been used in several protocols [25, 42] . Both parties can force the exchange to terminate by invoking I 5b . P 2 : Optimistic fair exchange with weak fairness. The combination I 1 , I 2a , I 3a , external dispute results in an optimistic fair exchange protocol which has been presented and discussed in detail by Asokan [5] . This protocol achieved only weak fairness F 2 /F 3 and can re-establish fairness only in an external dispute. Special item properties like the weak generatability of the product are not automatically exploited by the protocol. Instead these properties only support the external dispute. P 3 : Optimistic fair exchange with weakly generatable products. In contrast to protocol P 2 , the combination I 1 , I 2a , I 3a , I 4a , external dispute exploits the weak generatability of the product and can thus achieve fairness F 6 in cases where P 2 relies on an external dispute. However, since this item is only weakly generatable, P 3 may also need an external dispute, if the vendor misbehaves. Thus the protocol achieves only weak fairness F 2 /F 3 in general. The advantage of P 3 is that it first makes an attempt to re-establish fairness automatically inside the system. Only if this fails, an external dispute is started. P 4 : Optimistic fair exchange with strongly revocable payments. The combination I 1 , I 2a , I 3a , I 5a of module implementations exploits the revocability of the payment and weak generatability of the product to achieve strong fairness F 6 . In contrast to P 3 the trustee can even guarantee fairness, if the vendor cheats by sending an incorrect item. After the trustee detects such a kind of fraud, he will revoke the payment and thus undo the exchange.
The protocol guarantees only the weaker notion of termination to the vendor. After sending the encrypted product in I 2a the vendor has to wait for the customer to proceed. This is not a disadvantage for the vendor, as he can quit executing the protocol and will still receive the payment as soon as the customer will finish the exchange with I 5a . A detailed description of this optimistic fair protocol has been published in [6] .
Optimistic exchange with strongly and weakly generatable items The combination I 1 , I 2c , I 3a , I 4b , I 5b for C is an instantiation of the optimistic fair exchange protocols proposed by Asokan, Shoup and Waidner [7] . Due to the strong generatability of the product and the weak generatability of the payment an external dispute can always be avoided.
In I 2c the vendor may simply quit, if he detects a failure or if he is not willing to wait longer. If the customer wants to resolve a conflict in I 2c , he has to start I 5b which instructs the trustee not to proceed with the protocol. During the execution of I 3a the customer relies on I 4b to resolve conflicts by exploiting the strong generatability of the product. This guarantees fairness F 6 and termination for the customer.
If the vendor does not receive the payment in I 3a , he consequently does not send R to C and starts I 4b instead. Then the trustee tries to finish the exchange by generating the payment and storing the product for the customer. An interesting case arises if the customer not yet executed I 4b and the trustee fails to generate the payment because C encrypted wrong values. As the product has not yet been sent to C, the trustee answers the customer's attempt to cheat by simply aborting this exchange. This ensures fairness F 6 and termination for V . P 6 : Efficient optimistic fair exchange with strongly revocable payments. The combination I 1 , I 2a , I 3a , I 4a , I 5a is a very efficient optimistic fair exchange protocol which was previously presented by Vogt et al. [9] . Due to the strong revocability of the payment it achieves fairness F 6 similar to the protocol P 4 . However, this protocol tries to reduce the participation of the trustee as far as possible. If the customer did not receive the decryption key for the product during module M 3 , the trustee first in I 4a tries to generate the decryption key without checking whether the decryption of the product works correctly or not. It is assumed that in most cases this simple and efficient implementation I 4a is sufficient to establish fairness. Thus the overhead of executing an implementation of module M 5 is avoided.
Only if the decryption of the product fails, the customer will execute I 5a . There the trustee additionally checks the correctness of the product, which might be quite costly, and revokes the payment in the case of a failure. This finally guarantees fairness F 6 under all circumstances.
However, similar to P 4 this protocol guarantees only the weaker form of termination to V , since V may only be informed about a successful completion of the exchange if C starts a conflict resolution which results in T depositing the payment.
Fair exchange with active participation of a lightweight trustee. Combination I 1 , I 2a , I 4a , external dispute is another implementation which uses the active participation of a trustee in every exchange. However the capabilities of the trustee are limited to the exchange of the payment against the decryption key of the product. But as the decrypted product might still turn out to be incorrect, the protocol can only achieve weak fairness F 2 /F 3 in an external dispute.
The NetBill payment protocol [43] uses a similar idea to ensure fairness.
Another fair exchange variant with active trustee. Module combination I 1 , I 2a , I 5a is a variation of protocol P 1 . After the exchange has been prepared in I 2a , an active trustee is used to finally perform the swap of product and payment in I 5a . It should be noted that although the implementation I 5a is executed it is not necessary to use a payment system with revocability. The reason for this is that the payment was not sent to the vendor during the previous steps and hence it does not need to be revoked if a failure is detected by the trustee. Table 1 gives an overview of the composed protocols. In the table we have also noted the item properties assumed by the protocols and the fairness guarantees achieved.
Discussion
The protocol modules (not their implementation) can be regarded as an abstraction of the general interaction pattern of fair exchange protocols. This is why it is possible (in contrast to other work [44, 45] ) to not only model optimistic protocols in our framework, but also those involving an active TTP as well as optimistic protocols with revocable items. Well-known protocols (such as other optimistic ones by Boyd and Foo [18] , Garay, Jakobsson and MacKenzie [46] or Markowitch and Saeednia [44] ) all follow the same interaction pattern and so can be formulated within our framework (with different module implementations). As it has been demonstrated in this paper, formulating existing protocols (like the ones mentioned above) within our protocol framework may reveal new possibilities of module combinations leading to improved exchange protocols. Note that the framework was designed to incorporate asynchronous protocols as well as synchronous ones. The only difference here is that the notion of a party "wanting to abandon the exchange" is defined in terms of real-time bounds.
Not all fair exchange protocols can be adapted to our framework. For example, we do not see how gradual exchange protocols (which rely on special assumptions and achieve a different notion of fairness) can be formulated as a composition of our protocol modules. We will discuss these protocols in the context of related work in the following section.
RELATED WORK
The problem of fair exchange has been studied under many different headings and from many different perspectives. For example, contract signing, key exchange and certified mail all share aspects of the problem.
Sometimes, fair exchange has been mentioned in the context of protocols for non-repudiation [22, [47] [48] [49] . The property of non-repudiation ensures that participants collect evidence so that the other party cannot deny that a particular event has taken place. For example, non-repudiation of receipt means that a party has obtained a proof that the other party has received a particular message. In some sense, non-repudiation can be achieved using a fair exchange protocol with one item being a receipt for the other item. However, in contrast to the general definition of fair exchange, there is a dependency between the exchanged items, because, like in certified email, the receipt must contain an explicit reference to the original message (e.g., its hash value). Most existing fair exchange protocols can be augmented to provide non-repudiation. However, it should be clear that a minimal fair exchange protocol (i.e., a protocol which satisfies the effectiveness, timeliness and fairness properties of Section 2 and no other properties) is not per se powerful enough to provide this feature [5] . Another question is whether it is possible to build fair exchange protocols by using protocols for non-repudiation (like those for certified mail [50] [51] [52] ). Fair exchange can be implemented by letting both parties separately exchange their items, each of them using a non-repudiation protocol. Using such an approach, strong fairness cannot be achieved because it cannot be guaranteed that both protocol parts are executed atomically. However, the non-repudiation proofs can be used in an external dispute to establish weak fairness.
Atomicity was identified as a generic property of ecommerce protocols by Tygar [43] . The understanding is closely related to the notion of an atomic transaction from the field of databases and comprises all the usual properties of fair exchange including non-repudiation. Viewing fair exchange as a distributed transaction has conceptual advantages since it offers an analogy to a concept which is quite well understood [53] . Also, atomic commitment protocols like "two-phase commit" (2PC) [54] can be adapted quite easily to enable fair exchange. Consequently, the transactional view has lead to fair exchange protocols requiring transaction coordinators which in terms of fair exchange resemble an active trusted third party [43, 55, 56] . This rather implementation centric view can be regarded as a disadvantage of the transactional approach to fair exchange. As discussed in Section 2, the transactional view also slightly obscures the security aspect of the transaction [56] . An advantage of the transactional view of fair exchange probably is its straightforward methodological support for multi-party fair exchange [39, 55, 56] . In multi-party fair exchange more than two parties want to fairly exchange items with each other. This resembles the situation in which a customer has filled a virtual shopping basket with closely related items from different vendors and wants to pay electronically for all items. The standard example consists of a customer who wants to book a flight, rent a hotel room and a hire a car for a business trip: Any missing item renders the other items useless.
The transactional view can be regarded as a continuation of the early basic research on fair exchange because the earliest fair exchange protocols that have appeared in literature involve the active participation of a trusted third party in every run. Such protocols have been presented by Bürk and Pfitzmann [42] and by Franklin and Reiter [25] . However, requiring the active participation of a trusted third party in every exchange has some obvious drawbacks (such as the potential performance bottleneck or the need for permanent availability). These drawbacks can be partly circumvented by optimistic fair exchange protocols [1, 7, 30] . In optimistic exchange protocols both participating parties try to handle the exchange on their own and only call for the participation of a trusted third party if something went wrong during the exchange. If the protocol is known to ensure fairness both parties are aware that they cannot gain an advantage by acting maliciously. Therefore, the situation in which the assistance of the trustee is required is not likely to happen in practice. Recently, the optimistic approach has also been extended to multiparty fair exchange [57] [58] [59] .
The fairness level of optimistic exchange protocols depends on whether items are generatable, revocable or the like. If items do not possess such special properties, only weak fairness is achievable. Postulating that an item is revocable is usually only justified for a small class of items, e.g., payments or certain types of privileges. This could be an explanation for the fact that most of the work in this area concentrates on generatable items and how to make items generatable, e.g., signatures [12, 16, 18, 19] .
Some protocols try to avoid the use of a trusted third party, for example, by relying on special notions like a publicly visible blackboard [60] or the use of the existing Internet infrastructure [52] . In any case, to resolve conflicts, a trusted authority is required either inside or outside of the system. Which of these notions can correctly be called a trusted third party depends on the understanding of this term. Other authors weaken the definition of fairness further and only provide strong incentives to behave correctly [61] [62] [63] .
The items in consideration for fair exchange can also be "continuous" ones such as the provision of a communication link. For the latter type of service gradual exchange protocols [64, 65] can be used. The basic idea behind gradual exchange is to repeatedly grant small low-value portions of the services. Hence, interrupting the exchange can only lead to one party gaining a small advantage over the other. This minimizes the amount of "unfairness" which a participating party may experience. A precondition for gradual exchange protocols is that the services must be divisible into parts with "nearto-equal" value. Obviously, the smaller these parts become the more the communication overhead increases. Conversely, when splitting the service into larger parts there is a non-negligible risk of loss in case the protocol is interrupted. In order to avoid this situation a different protocol for fairly exchanging the individual parts is required. For services or items which are not divisible such a protocol must be used anyway.
In the context of key exchange and contract signing other concepts for fair exchange without a trustee have been proposed: The first one is called gradual release of a secrets and has led to several protocol proposals [61, [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] . Usually two keys, which are mostly used for decrypting signatures, are exchanged bit by bit in several rounds. Then both parties always have approximately the same knowledge about the decryption key. If the communication is disrupted, the remaining unknown bits can be computed by a brute force search, which in principle enables both parties to complete the exchange alone. However, it is essential that both parties have near to equal computing power so that they have to invest about the same amount of time and money to complete the exchange. Another limitation of this kind of exchange is that nobody knows, if the other party is willing to complete an interrupted exchange by executing a brute force key search. Thus the exchange can be unfair, if one party does not complete the exchange while the other one does.
A different solution for an exchange without a trustee builds on a probabilistic fairness definition [71] [72] [73] : The probability that one party receives something while the other one receives nothing is reduced to 1/n, where n is a security parameter which is approximately the number of communication rounds. Basically, this means that the probability of unfairness can be made arbitrarily small. However protocols achieving this kind of fairness rely on special item properties (e.g., contracts of a certain form [71, 72] ) or unusually system assumptions (e.g., that the communication channels have a limited time delay [73] ) and thus cannot be regarded as being practical.
In 1999, Garay, Jakobsson and MacKenzie [46] introduced the notion of abuse-freeness in the context of contract signing. A protocol is abuse-free if at any time during protocol execution no party has the power to prove to a third party that it can determine the outcome of the protocol. For example, Alice may negotiate an electronic employment contract with Bob which Bob has signed already and sent to Alice. But Alice does not actually want to work for Bob. Her aim is to negotiate a better contract with Claire. Since Alice has the power to determine the outcome of the exchange with Bob, she can show this contract to Claire and demand a higher salary. Protocols which are abuse-free avoid this problem. Abuse-freeness has also been studied in the context of multi-party contract signing [59, 74] and has been the subject of formal analysis [32, [75] [76] [77] .
The general area of contract signing has been the focus of other work in formal analysis of exchange protocols [32, 36] . Formal analysis is particularly difficult because fair exchange not only involves an aspect of atomicity but also an aspect of security. Formal analysis also heavily depends on the system model and there are many system parameters (synchrony, communication primitives, etc.) which have not been studied in this context yet. Tool supported analysis is only possible in scenarios which often oversimplify the aspect of security [36, 78] . As argued earlier, standard cryptographic definitions of security lead to non-discrete system models where proofs must be done by hand [30] .
A recent line of research has investigated hardware support for fair exchange [23, 24, 65, 79] , where trust is partly substituted by tamper-proof hardware devices that are carefully designed to ensure fairness.
CONCLUSIONS
Fair exchange is a problem of substantial practical significance in electronic commerce. Products, payments, and services must be exchanged fairly to ensure the continuing growth of the electronic marketplace. In order to increase the trust that participating parties place in exchange services it is important to state precisely the guarantees of different protocols with respect to fairness and efficiency.
In this article we have presented a comprehensive study of fair exchange. Firstly, we have studied the problem from a practical viewpoint, focusing on intuitive definitions of fairness and a discussion of other factors that influence the exchange process. Secondly, we have presented a survey of formal definitions of fair exchange.
Thirdly, we have presented a useful factorization of the fair exchange problem, i.e., we have analyzed the exchange process and separated the functionality of different phases into separate protocol modules. Combining some of the possible implementations of these modules results in a multitude of fair exchange protocols. This helps to understand and compare these solutions with respect to their efficiency and the degree of fairness they offer. Finally, we have extensively surveyed the literature on fair exchange.
A better understanding of fair exchange has many practical consequences. For example, customers and vendors can now select a certain protocol that suits the application or situation needs best. For example, if products of considerable value (like a new CADprogram) are exchanged, both parties will probably favor a protocol which guarantees a strong fairness F 4 /F 5 /F 6 even if this comes at a higher cost (because they might have to pay a trustee). On the other hand, both parties might be willing to agree on a weakly fair F 1 /F 2 /F 3 protocol if they simply exchange the latest football results.
Moreover, by our compositional approach it is now possible to select exchange protocols for a given level of fairness and given item properties dynamically. In practical settings this enables a customer to choose an item from an on-line catalog, select the desired level of fairness and have the rest of the exchange be executed automatically; it is no longer necessary for the user to select a specific protocol which clearly is an important step towards more user friendliness.
